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Does 
still remember the classic footage of "going back to the future 2"? 

must have no need for everyone to do too much explanation, equipped with automatic lacing system 2015 Nike Mag began to
become the focus of the whole world from yesterday, it means that simple is already more than a pair of shoes. With the official
release of the 2015 Nike Mag this morning, this much anticipated future sneaker has finally come to light, and there is no doubt that
the first person to feel Michael, J., Fox. Nike Mag designer Tinker Hatfield also wrote a letter to Michael J. Fox, the letter Tinker on the
expression of Nike Mag in addition to continuously explore and pursuit, the end still showed that the 2015 Nike Mag auction proceeds
will be donated to the Michael J. Fox foundation, as the study of Parkinson disease. 

is the first in 2015 Nike Mag, Michael J. Fox naturally conceal their excitement, video is trying to say, automatic lacing system, though
the sound and picture this cool acid don't seem to be very similar, but apparently not so important. 
recently, a luminary of Jonathan Lee and New Balance cooperation in the Chinese music scene, is celebrating its brand was founded
in 110th anniversary to shoot the new "every step counts" propaganda film. After a year and a half, the film was filmed in the past two
months, spanning five cities, and narrated the story closer to Jonathan Lee's life. The film takes us back to the five most important city
in his life: Tokyo, Vancouver, Hongkong, Kuala Lumpur and Taipei, from the ignorant youth, to reflect after the success, also re-
examine every important decision in life, but not the last "life white path, every step count." Echoed this New Balance Memorial
theme, you can feel different Jonathan Lee, interested friends can watch the following film to see more. 
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